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1 Introduction

This report presents the calculation of the gain relation between ADC unit and X{ray event energy

for the CCDs of EPIC MOS Camera System 1 (EMCS-1, in the notation of the XMM spacecraft).

This system contains EPIC MOS Camera Head 3 (EMCH{3), build 1.

2 Calibration Data

2.1 Dataset Identi�cations (run IDs)

The gain relation was calculated from an ensemble of X-ray datasets taken during the Orsay calibration

of EMCH{3, during July-1998. The run identi�cation numbers associated with each beam energy are

listed in Table 1. The datasets used were restricted to beam energies equal to or above 700 eV. Below

this energy, charge{loss mechanisms within the CCDs distort the position of the main photopeak away

from the linear relation between ADC unit and event energy.

The datasets represent ightlike operation of the whole camera system, distributed over an interval

of 19{days. The data were all taken at -100 degrees C and with an EDU threshold of 25 for all CCDs.

2.2 Data �ltering

The raw event lists are subjected to a number of �lters in order to produce a cleaned events list. This

included removing events occuring in the overscan and underscan columns (�rst 4-columns and last

6-columns in these Orsay ERDF data), as well as from bright defects and dark columns (see EPIC{

LUX{RE{162). We also excluded events where the event PERIPIX value was greater than zero.

PERIPIX is the number of pixels above threshold in the outer 5� 5 boundary of an event pattern.

Excluding these events allows for a somewhat cleaner determination of the local background map for

each dataset (see section 3).

The �rst two and last frames in each run were excluded as well as frames where a FIFO overow

was agged. A median �lter was also applied to the times series to detect and reject frames with

anomolous count rates.

At low energies (< 500 eV) some CCDs, primarily CCD{1 and CCD{2, show spatial areas around

the periphery of relatively low QE and a di�erent spectral response from the inner regions of the CCD.

Over the energy range that we have calculated the gain, however, the CCDs are e�ectively uniform in

response so no additional spatial �ltering was applied to the data.

3 Event Energy and Pattern Grades

The Gain Relation has been calculated for four di�erent subsets of the canonical pattern library, which

we refer to in this document as Pattern Grades 1, 2, 3, and 4. The Pattern Grades are simply equal

to the number of pixels above threshold within a given pattern.

The total energy of an event in ADC units before CTI correction is de�ned in Table 2. E1 to E4

are quantities of charge within the pattern boundary. E1 is the total charge above threshold in the

central pixel. E2 is the total charge above threshold in the surrounding 3 � 3 pixels. E3 is the total

charge below threhold in the surrounding 3 � 3 pixels and E4 is the total charge below threshold in

the outer 5� 5 pixels.

Blocal is an estimate of the local background in the CCD for a given event and is de�ned as

follows,
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Energy (eV) Run ID Date

00700 05329 { 05338 29{Jul{1998

00800 05325 { 05326 29{Jul{1998

00900 05303 { 05312 28{Jul{1998

01000 05323 { 05324 29{Jul{1998

01100 05321 { 05322 28{Jul{1998

01200 05319 { 05320 28{Jul{1998

01300 05317 { 05318 28{Jul{1998

01500 04320 { 04326 14{Jul{1998

01525 04313 { 04319 14{Jul{1998

01550 04371 { 04377 15{Jul{1998

01575 04378 { 04384 15{Jul{1998

01600 04385 { 04391 15{Jul{1998

01625 04392 { 04398 15{Jul{1998

01675 04461 { 04467 16{Jul{1998

01700 04300 { 04305 14{Jul{1998

01725 04306 { 04312 14{Jul{1998

01750 04240 { 04246 14{Jul{1998

01800 04233 { 04239 14{Jul{1998

02000 04216 { 04220 13{Jul{1999

02300 04277 { 04283 14{Jul{1998

02400 04247 { 04253 14{Jul{1998

02500 04263 { 04269 14{Jul{1998

02600 04059 { 04065 10{Jul{1998

02700 04254, 04257 { 04262 14{Jul{1998

02800 04050 { 04056 10{Jul{1998

02900 04270 { 04276 14{Jul{1998

03000 04469 { 04475 16{Jul{1998

03500 04476 { 04483 16{Jul{1998

04000 04484 { 04490 16{Jul{1998

06000 04498, 04501 { 04506 17{Jul{1998

07000 04507 { 04513 17{Jul{1998

07500 05028, 05030 { 05035 23{Jul{1998

08000 05036 { 05039, 05041 { 05042 23{Jul{1998

10000 05054 { 05060 24{Jul{1998

11000 05061 { 05067 24{Jul{1998

Table 1: Datasets

Pattern Pattern Event Energy

Grade Number (ADC units)

1 0 E1 + E2 - Blocal

2 1,2,3,4 E1 + E2 - Blocal

3 5,6,7,8 E1 + E2 + E3 + E4 - Bmap

4 9,10,11,12 E1 + E2 + E3 + E4 - Bmap

Table 2: Event Energy (ADC units) De�nition
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Blocal = Grade�

E4

16:0� PERIPIX

PERIPIX is by de�nition equal to zero as we have speci�cally excluded those few events for

which PERIPIX > 0. The local background is non{zero and variable between runs due to the

presence of a contaminating light{leak that was not corrected by the o�set and variance algorithm.

Pattern Grades 3 and 4 su�er the most signi�cant charge leakage into the peripheral pixels of their

respective patterns, hence the inclusion of E3 and E4 in the energy sum. For these events, Blocal

as de�ned above is obviously not a good measure of the local background so Bmap is used instead.

Bmap is an estimate of the local background in a given dataset derived from a map constructed from

the Blocal values for mono{pixels within that dataset. The algorithm used to construct these maps

is described in document EPIC{LUX{RE{165.

Each event is then corrected for parallel and serial charge transfer ine�ciencies (CTI). The method

will be described in a forthcoming technical document, EPIC{LUX{RE{(tbd).

4 The Gain Relation

For each beam energy, the data for a given CCD and Pattern Grade are combined into a CTI corrected

spectrum in ADC units. The position of the main photopeak in each spectrum was then determined

by a least{squares �t of a Gaussian to the central core of the peak. The wings are excluded because,

due to various charge{loss mechanisms, they have a tail which is not well represented by a Gaussian.

The width of the core included in the �t was chosen to ensure an acceptable distribution of minimum

chi{squareds at each energy.

The relation between X{ray event energy and ADC value was modelled with a simple linear

model,

Beam Energy(eV) = A + (B� ADC Peak Position(ADU))

A robust least absolute deviation method was employed to �t the data. The parameters A and

B are listed for each CCD and Pattern Grade in Table 3. For Pattern Grades 3 and 4 we excluded

data points in the range 1400 < Beam Energy (eV) < 1850 which, as explained below, are arti�cially

distorted due to the current CTI model. Note that the calculated values of the intercept, A, for Grades

3 and 4 are always lower than those calculated for Grades 1 and 2. This indicates an additional charge

loss in these grades which is not accounted for. There are two probable mechanisms for this. First,

there is the cumulative e�ects of digitisation of the charge distribution across a given event pattern

within the EDU. Second, the current CTI model is applied with the simplifying assumption that

ALL the energy of a given event is deposited in the CENTRAL pixel. For muli{pixel events, this

underestimates the true CTI because the event energy is spread over several pixels. A revised CTI

model is being worked on which should provide a more accurate value of the CTI for multi{pixel

events.

Figures 1 to 7 shows the di�erence between the actual Beam Energy and the predicted Beam

Energy (assuming the above relationship) plotted against ADC Peak Position, for each CCD and

Pattern Grade. A linear model appears to be a good �t to the data for most CCDs and Pattern

Grades, although there are some deviations from linearity (note that the statistical error bars are

typically smaller than the symbol used to plot the data). CCD 2 shows perhaps the greatest degree

of linearity, but with a large value of the intercept, A. This is discussed further below.

Figures 8 to 14 show the Ratio of the Beam Energy to the Peak position, W

gain

, plotted against

Beam energy for each CCD. If we assume that the conversion process from charge to ADC unit is

linear, then W

gain

is linearly proportional to the pair creation energy parameter, W .
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These graphs show several interesting features. First, with the exception of CCD 2, W

gain

for

Pattern Grades 1 and 2 (the mono{ and bi{ pixels) is relatively at at high energies, but appears to

increase in value towards lower energies. This is consistent with the known properties of the pair{

creation energy as a function of energy (see Owens etal. 1996 and references therein) with most of the

gross change in W occuring at energies below 500 eV.

CCD 2 shows an extreme behaviour of W

gain

for Grades 1 and 2 with respect to the other CCDs.

Mathematically, this is to be expected as by de�nition,

W

gain

=

A

PeakPosition

+B

so thatW

gain

is a strong function of Peak Position (or Beam Energy) if the value of the intercept,

A, is large.

Strangely the behaviour of Grades 3 and 4 are consistent with the other CCDs. We have no

plausible explanation for this as it seems unlikely to be an intrinsic property of the CCD, yet we have

been unable to �nd any data processing bugs at the moment. The �tted model parameters to the gain

for CCD 2 should be regarded as suspect for the time being.

For Pattern Grades 3 and 4, W

gain

is not well constrained below � 1000 eV due to the small

probability of an event registering as a multi{pixel event at low energy. There is a large discontinuity

in W

gain

for these grades just below the Si edge; the discontinuity is greatest for Grade 4 events. We

believe that this is an artefact caused by the previously mentioned de�ciency in the current method of

correcting multi{pixel events for CTI. For multi{pixel events, the relative amount of charge deposited

in the surrounding pixels, varies with the mean interaction depth in Silicon, and hence the event

energy. The mean interaction depth is deepest just below the Si edge and at high energies, hence, the

CTI correction will be least accurate in these regimes. The induced fractional error, however, is much

greater at lower energy hence the much larger discontinuity observed below 1840 eV.
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Pattern A B

Grade

CCD 1, HBR 1

1 -0.300171 3.297704

2 0.388184 3.297197

3 -4.801941 3.292861

4 -7.201660 3.299016

CCD 2, HBR 3

1 25.942871 3.421509

2 31.841553 3.421740

3 1.881714 3.414284

4 -1.966187 3.422847

CCD 3, HBR 7

1 6.139648 3.496893

2 9.308228 3.496597

3 -8.225342 3.494097

4 -10.088684 3.500163

CCD 4, HBR 5

1 0.629761 3.289017

2 0.027344 3.289045

3 -6.632568 3.286881

4 -5.923645 3.293537

CCD 5, HBR 4

1 7.462646 3.255228

2 4.945557 3.257156

3 -5.284912 3.259949

4 -8.549316 3.266675

CCD 6, HBR 8

1 5.249023 3.451384

2 2.580017 3.451903

3 -4.227325 3.447403

4 -3.170898 3.451937

CCD 7, HBR 6

1 3.802063 3.359807

2 3.187073 3.359879

3 -8.266449 3.363487

4 -10.298096 3.375015

Table 3: Gain Relation for EMCS{1
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The calculated ADC peak positions and best{�t parameters have been written to two FITS �les,

pub/soc_deliv/emcs-1/gain/emcs-1_gain_data_v1.fits

pub/soc_deliv/emcs-1/gain/emcs-1_gain_fit_v1.fits

which are available from the anonymous ftp site, epic2.xra.le.ac.uk.

The �les were written in IDL using the procedure mwr�ts(). The data can be re-read back into

IDL using the procedure, mrd�ts() (Both procedures are part of the astro IDL library), i.e.,

IDL> pdata = mrdfits('emcs-1_gain_data_v1.fits',1,header)

% Compiled module: MRD_STRUCTTEMP.

MRDFITS: Binary table. 9 columns by 35 rows.

IDL> help, pdata, /str

** Structure <4037f908>, 9 tags, length=36, refs=1:

ENERGY FLOAT 700.000

PEAK_G1 FLOAT 210.485

PEAK_ERROR_G1 FLOAT 0.0263515

PEAK_G2 FLOAT 211.164

PEAK_ERROR_G2 FLOAT 0.0719625

PEAK_G3 FLOAT 212.620

PEAK_ERROR_G3 FLOAT 0.918543

PEAK_G4 FLOAT 210.485

PEAK_ERROR_G4 FLOAT 1.43262

IDL>

Reads the Beam Energy and �tted ADC Peak Positions for CCD 1. Note that where there were

insu�cient counts in a given spectrum to �t the peak with a Gaussian, the value of pdata:peak gN

will be equal to zero.
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Figure 1: Linear Gain Relation for CCD 1 of EMCS{1
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Figure 2: Linear Gain Relation for CCD 2 of EMCS{1
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Figure 3: Linear Gain Relation for CCD 3 of EMCS{1
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Figure 4: Linear Gain Relation for CCD 4 of EMCS{1
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Figure 5: Linear Gain Relation for CCD 5 of EMCS{1
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Figure 6: Linear Gain Relation for CCD 6 of EMCS{1
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Figure 7: Linear Gain Relation for CCD 7 of EMCS{1
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Figure 8: W

gain

for CCD 1 of EMCS{1
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Figure 9: W

gain

for CCD 2 of EMCS{1
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Figure 10: W

gain

for CCD 3 of EMCS{1
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Figure 11: W

gain

for CCD 4 of EMCS{1
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Figure 12: W

gain

for CCD 5 of EMCS{1
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Figure 13: W

gain

for CCD 6 of EMCS{1
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Figure 14: W

gain

for CCD 7 of EMCS{1
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